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P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
We aim to build a deep learning system capable of answering open ended questions on real world images. We
use the VQA dataset[1] released by Virginia-Tech for our experiments that contains images from the MS-COCO dataset
annotated with open ended questions and top answers

R ESULTS
All our models attained their optimal validation performance at roughly around 60 epochs of training. The
evaluation metric and the results are described below:

• CNN + BOWa

The evaluation metric used for the VQA Challenge
consists of evaluating an answer(processed) against 10
human answers(based on sampling from distribution).
The accuracy of an answer is calculated according to:
0

• CNN + LSTMa

Fig.1: Problem Statement

T HEORY
• Convolutional Neural Network
A Convolutional Neural Network is an artificial neural network which work by sliding windows through
it’s input looking for local features. These have shown
to work extremely well for Image recognition tasks.

Fig.2: CNN Illustration a
• Semantic Word Embeddings:
Recent advances such as word2vec, GloVe[2] and skipthoughts[3] map words or sentences to high dimensional real valued vectors such that syntactic relations
between the words are preserved. These have been
shown to have strong semantic similarity properties
as well.
• Recurrent Neural Network
A recurrent neural network (RNN) is a class of artificial neural network where connections between units
form a directed cycle. These have been shown to work
extremely well in modelling temporal data.

a Images

Method
Accuracy
CNN+BoW
48.46
51.63
CNN+LSTM
ABC-CNN[5]
48.38
47.32
CNN+BowAtt
CNN+LSTMAtt
48.27
CNN+LSTM2
55.17
Table 1: Accuracy scores on VQA-test-dev split

taken from www.avisingh599.github.io

I NCORPORATING ATTENTION
• Spatial Attention Spatial Attention methods are a
class of methods that primary work by selecting a subset of feature vectors (or learning a probability vector)
from one of the earlier conv layers of a feature extractor model. These have been shown to work well for
Caption Generation[4] and VQA[5]
• Semantic Attention We implement and present semantic attention models. Basically, we learn a question embedding and a transformation matrix into the
image dimension and use this as a semantic attention
weight vector on the semantic image features using
MLPs and RNNs.

• 3-Layer MLP to learn the matrix transfer embedding from the
word vector space to the Image
space. Trained with 50% dropout
at each dense layer

1. While the CNN+LSTMAtt model doesn’t give competitive accuracies, it gets many ’tough’ questions right
which the CNN+LSTM2 model gets wrong. This suggests the possibility of using an ensemble.
2. The attention model failing might be due to the usage of the fused features along with the vanilla VGG
and Question features. This redundancy and its subsequent effect on the extremely higher number of parameters in the model might be the reason for its poor
test performance.
3. Attention doesn’t seem to be very important to the
Virginia-Tech VQA dataset with our preliminary results and results from the ABC-CNN[5] paper.

F UTURE W ORK
1. Using Normalized CNN Features in all models[1]
2. Using a Knowledge base for real world reasoning
3. A mixture model of spatial and semantic attention
4. Perhaps using random 224x224 splits of an image to
find the ConvNet features and averaging over results
(as done by Krizhevsky et al. 2012) [6]
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CNN+LSTMAtt
• 2-Layer LSTM used to create
question embedding space from
variable sized questions. 3-Layer
MLP to learn the space embedding transfer. Trained with 50%
dropout at each dense layer.

CNN+LSTM2
• Fusion layer only concatenates
normalized CNN output with the
2-Layer LSTM question vector
embedding. Again, trained with
50% dropout at each dense layer.
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Fig.3: RNN Illustration b
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